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AAL    6 pcs.

AAL DUO / UCHIWA    12 pcs.

AAC    12 pcs.

AAC DUO    24 pcs.

AAS    24 pcs.

SOFT EDGE, RESULT, 
NEU CHAIRS    12 pcs.

SOFA 3 SEATER    3 pcs.

SOFA 2 SEATER    3 pcs.

SOFA 1 SEATER    5 pcs.

MAGS MODULES    5 pcs.

QUILTON MODULES    5 pcs.

NON-STANDARD TE X T ILES

We offer a large selection of design textiles 
and leathers in our standard textile programme, 
which are all listed in the furniture pricelist. 
These have been carefully selected by the HAY 
design team and are subject to change over 
time. We highly recommend using these, as 
they provide you with the best possible lead 
time and most value for money.
If you would like to use a non-standard textile, 
please check with your sales contact whether 
we have an agreement with the textile supplier 
of your requested textile. If this is not the case, 
you will need to supply us with the textile. More 
specific instructions are available from your 
sales contact on request. 
To use a non-standard textile, please note that 
the following minimum order quantities need to 
be met in the following 3 scenarios: 

MOQ
Always check whether the request meets below 
MOQ to know if we can offer standard items 
with non-standard textiles.

.   Standard textile in non-standard colour/
variant

.   Non-standard textile – tested and approved 

.   Non-standard textile – not tested

A mix of items in an equivalent volume using the same 
material will be sufficient as well.

Please check MOQ with your sales contact if 
the desired HAY furniture is not listed in the 
table above.

If the textile has not been tested for the 
requested product, a test will need to be made. 
In most cases, a ‘small’ test will answer whether 
the textile can be approved for the item or not. 
In some cases, a full test is needed, which 
means that we need to test the textile on fully 
upholstered furniture. If this is the case, we will 
perform the test using the requested item in the 
requested colour. If the test is approved, the 
tested item will be part of the order. If it is not 
approved, we will invoice 50% of the sales price. 
Your sales contact will inform you of the unit 
price of the desired HAY item with the requested 
fabric, along with an estimated timeline.
Please note that this information is a guideline 
only, and all info is subject to change. 


